Eagle Road and State Highway 44
Construction Fact Sheet (Summer 2021)
The Idaho Transportation Department (ITD) is building the Eagle Road and State Highway 44 (SH-44) intersection widening in
the City of Eagle to increase safety and mobility for all road users. The widened intersection will reduce congestion by adding
new left and right turn lanes and a third through lane for improved traffic circulation and eliminate the existing short free
running right turns, reducing pedestrian and driver risks significantly. Construction will be complete in October 2021.
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New Expanded Intersection – A Lane Reconfiguration Meeting Driver’s Expectations:
The construction project includes adding an auxiliary lane through the intersection in each direction on SH-44. This will
be similar to the auxiliary lanes at the high flow intersection of Fairview and Eagle Rd which operates well as a high traffic
volume location. ITD will also add new independent right turn lanes on westbound SH-44 and southbound Eagle Rd and
the eastbound left and southbound left will be converted into dual left turn movements. Early in construction, the design
was updated just for final lanes layout on the same earthwork footprint, reducing contract items and balancing pavement
to construct an intersection that supports the Eagle community, increases safety, and improves mobility.
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Adds east-west auxiliary lanes on SH-44, allowing
more through traffic on 3 lanes, reducing congestion
in the intersection
Adds second left turn lane for east & southbound
traffic for mobility
Eliminates fast short limited right turns on crosswalks
Long separate new right turn lanes on SH-44
Widens SH-55 southbound for easier turns
Safer for pedestrians & operates without driver confusion
Benefits trucks and long trailers turning left

For questions or issues during construction, please call: 208-949-3712
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Spring 2021: What Was Studied – The Displaced Left Turn Across SH-44 Centerline (“Continuous Flow Intersection”)
ITD’s design consultant proposed displacing the SH-44 left turns across centerline originally, but the Spring 2021 ITD study
also focused on traffic safety, operations, and driver expectation in all weather conditions that found the displaced left turn
(DLT) lanes to be less safe and confusing for users. ITD determined the safety benefits of a typical widened intersection
proved to be better suited to meeting driver expectations and needs. A DLT configuration would relocate the left turn lanes to
the far-left side of the road, in between opposite facing traffic lanes and adds two signals upstream from the main signalized
intersection. Only 25 DLT intersections have been built nationwide and many have since been replaced. A larger, traditional
signalized intersection would achieve similar objectives of increasing mobility and relieving congestion with a stronger
emphasis on safety for all drivers and pedestrians, without the new wrong way and conflict collision risks of the DLT(CFI).
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Safety/ Mobility Concerns of the DLT Resulting in Lane Reconfiguration for a Widened Standard Intersection:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Less safe for drivers and pedestrians, tougher truck left turns, and adds two signals upstream, stopping SH-44 traffic
DLT has wrong way movement risks geometry disorienting drivers with odd opposite facing traffic across SH-44 centerline
Potential driver confusion due to unfamiliarity or surprise, especially at night or in bad weather
Adds unexpected freeway elements within a suburban context (right turn bypass, huge sign bridges, freeway
ramp configuration) in an at-grade intersection concerning Eagle local stakeholders
5. Makes maintenance efforts such as snow removal more difficult
6. Needs excessive traffic signals, sign structures, lighting, striping, signs and beacons to operate and maintain
7. Significant continuous stakeholder outreach and driver education would be required
8. Requires an extra law enforcement program to assist in educating drivers and to enhance compliance
9. Pedestrians may need two-stage crossing, exposing them to additional safety risks and unique opposite facing
traffic challenges for visually impaired pedestrians with the DLT intersection and complex signals
10. Freeway style turns add higher speed movements, increasing risks in crosswalk areas and at traffic merge points
11. Highway safety risks override the minimal estimated peak hour delay reduction differences between DLT/CFI and
a typical intersection widening lane layout – both provide similar congestion relief
12. Budget - the safer lane reconfiguration design could be included timely in the construction project for within +/10% of budget (plus engineering costs) and complete as planned this year teaming with local partners
For questions or issues during construction, please call: 208-949-3712
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